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LIGNA+ 2007 - PRECUT TOOLING 
MARKET IN EUROPE

The Ligna+ 
2007 was 
a wonderful 
opportunity 
to acquire 
the latest 
information 
on the 

woodwork ing 
industry and cutter domain. Now and 
then the trade show is expanding its 
size which indicates that the European 
economy is surely recovering its power. 
In this respect, there are expectations 
of customers from all over the world 
as heard by the distributors at the 
Kanefusa Technology Seminar. I 
think that Kanefusa has proven its 
expertise in their unique technology 

Mr. T. Mantani
Director Product Division Cutter

of heat treatment and 
coating as well as in 
the creation of original 
added-value products 
such as DIA V-TECH 
PCD Saw Blade and 
EN2RO Finger Joint 
Cutter. 

The tradeshow made 
us conscious of new 
markets in Europe. 
For example, in a 
domain of precut 
tooling such as timber 
framework precut 
methods, Kanefusa is 
a pioneer company here in Japan and 
our know how can also give customers 
an advantage in the European precut 
market. In fact, our competitors, 
who are based in Europe, displayed 

some counterfeit goods of precut 
tooling and Ace-Shiguchi (Tenon) 
Joint Cutterhead, which we rarely 
saw in Europe, but as we see their 
products, some of them definitely lack 

the important planning 
point. Moreover, it is 
quite exceptional that we 
have a long drill, which 
measure over 1 m long 
and 35 mm wide for big 
wooden buildings. Thus, 
our knowledge in the 
Japanese precut domain 

is needed in the European market and 
our products have a high customer 
value. 
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The Ligna+ 2007 gave us an 
opportunity to learn the needs 
of the woodworking industry 
and we will use this 
knowledge to develop 
new products. 



��  GRECON Finger Jointing Lines
The fastest way to high added value

CUTTING TOOLS DO THE BUSINESS 
IN PROCESSING TIMBER

Not only is the 
WEINIG-GROUP 
the leading manufacturer of technologies used 
for processing solid timber in industry and trade, 
it also offers extensive service and system solu-
tions including turnkey production plants.  This 
makes the WEINIG-GROUP an ideal partner 
wherever flexible and profitable production is 
required. The specialist for finger jointing lines 
within the WEINIG-GROUP is GRECON, Alfeld.

The finger jointing process is proven to be the 
most stable and efficient method for longitudinal 
timber joints. The one who needs this technology 

has no other 
al ternat ive 
but to take 
GRECON.      .
The manu-
facturer has 
been the 
number one 
w o r l d w i d e 
for more 

than 25 years. GRECON finger jointing technol-
ogy aims at highest precision. This means lowest 
dimensional allowances, timber loss and operat-
ing costs. Thus, residual timber processing and 
revaluation become profitable for all users working 
in the fields of furniture, panel, flooring, window 
and structural timber industries. According to the 
requirements, the machines can be upgraded in a 
modular design. Thus, high flexibility is achieved 
either for standard or customized solutions – no 
matter whether infeed lengths smaller than 1000 
mm or larger than 1000 mm are to be processed. 
This principle can be used for all capacity ranges: 
from the starter model ProfiJoint via the versions 
Ultra, CombiPact and Turbo-S to the high-per-
formance category of the horizontal finger jointing 
lines HS 180 and HS 180 Spinfeed.

The high-performance finger jointing lines are 
designed for capacities of more than 200 tim-
ber pieces / min. These capacities can only be 
achieved by using precision tools having very 
high endurance. To be able to constantly meet 
the customer’s requirements, GRECON has fruit-
fully been cooperating with tool manufacturers 
for decades. The tool manufacturers offer finger 

joint tools to be used 
for various models 
meeting different tech-
nical requirements. 
The finger lengths are 
usually indicated in mm 
or inch (metric or impe-
rial measures). Finger 
joints of the metric sys-
tem have a higher initial stability (self-clamping) 
than those of the imperial system. Due to the 
larger pitch, the finger lengths measured in inch 
have a smaller glue surface available.

Basically, there are three cutting processing 
steps carried out on a finger jointing line which 
require up to four different tool types per finger 
jointer: top and bottom pre-scoring, hogging and 
the initial cutting of the finger joint.

Michael Schlueter, Product Management Holzoptimierung 
Grecon Dimter Holzoptimierung Nord GmbH & Co. KG 

Finger jointing line 
HS 180 Spinfeed
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Cutting sequences 
during the finger 
joint process
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Finger jointing line PowerJoint used 
for processing long timber
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Since the use of timber as structural elements has 
become more and more important, the producer 
asks for precise machine technology. GRECON 
is also the leading supplier of technical machine 
perfection in the field of glulam beams, construc-
tional solid timber and duo / trio beam produc-
tion. The modern way of building houses requires 
a perfectly manufactured construction material 
having clearly defined characteristics. A higher 
degree of efficiency, filigree structural elements 
and high demands on the appearance and opti-
cal features all belong to requirements which can 
only be met by a material having clearly defined 
and stable properties. Architecturally demanding 
styles incl. complex building technologies do not 
allow any compromises as far as material proper-
ties are concerned. Just as uncompromising is the 
challenge of achieving perfect machine technol-
ogy – GRECON rises to this challenge and meets 
these demands.



�� Chile / South America
Mr. Y. Taniyama

Area Manager of South America

Chile is the longest country in the world, 4,329 
kilometers or 2,700miles from the north to the 
south, which is located in the western part of 
South America. The territory of Chile is 756 thou-
sand square kilometers, which is almost 2 times 
bigger than Japan. The Easter islands belong to 
this country. 

Some say Chile is the most excellent country in 
South America for the reason that its GDP growth 
rate was 4% in 2006. Chile has been independ-
ent from the economic Alliance such as Andres 
Conference, Mercosur and proceeding their own 
FTA or ETA agreements with other European 
and Asian countries including Japan.

Kanefusa has been marketing Chile since 1988 
and set up an agent in 1990 who is Comercial 
Sinsef Ltda. The Chilean market has been devel-
oping since then and our agent has been doing 
a very good job in the past and surely will do in 
the future.

Chile has big Radiata Pine and Eucalyptus 
plantations, whose nationwide size is 2.5 to 3 
million ha. Especially the production of pulpwood 
has increased by over 32 % over the last 5 years 
and  is continuous growing. The major wood 
processing groups are Celulosa Arauco and 
CMPC and they keep about 60-70% of the wood 
business market in Chile. Both groups have pulp 
and paper mills, paper converting mills, sawmills, 
and wood panel mills in all over Chile. 

These groups are well managed and use state of 
the art equipment and machinery. They look for 
high quality tooling that allows them to get most 
performance out of their plants and therefore ap-
preciate the quality of our veneer knives, chip-
per knives, sheeter knives, carbide tipped saw 
blades, circular knives and paper cutting knives, 
etc. i.e. our Timber Max rip saw blades are 
more expensive than makes from North America 
and Europe, but outlast them by 2-3 time and 

therefore the large sawmills prefer our tools over 
other brands. 

Not only in Chile but also in other 
countries in South America the 
woodworking industry and in par-
ticular the pulpwood production is 
growing or on the upswing. In Uru-
guay, not quite famous for timber 
production, a big American wood 
processing company just recently 
invested in a panel production 
plant and will further expand it to-
gether with a company from Chile. 
There are also several wood chip 
manufacturers located in Uruguay 
who are exporting the products 
to foreign countries. Timber Tec 
chipper knives are an essential 
part to keep the chipper plants run-
ning and competitive. 

Another country in South America 
that, after years of depression, is 
recovering is Argentina. Recently, 
several sawmills, using the reducer 
or profiling technology, wood panel 
mills and woodworking mills have 
been newly set up or have been 
restructured to compete on the in-
ternational playing field. Although 
most mills have access to rather 
low cost lumber from plantations, 
yield rates and productivity are buzzwords in big 
operations. In just a short period of time, we were 
able to furnish the leading woodworking compa-
nies with ST-1 planer steel or the Timber Max 
TK thin kerf saw blades. 

No matter if you operate in a mature or an emerg-
ing market there is no substitute for quality and 
satisfied user in South America testify to the reli-
ability and cost performance effectiveness of our 
products. 



Let us hear your opinions and comments concerning 
the quarterly newsletter, please e-mail to

sales-ex@kanefusa.co.jp
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New Finger Joint Cutter TAF-Pro

The USA is the world largest pro-
ducer of 
laminated 
beams and 
t r u s s e s , 
followed by 
Germany, 
Japan and 
A u s t r i a . 
Over the 
last 10 years, global production has 
almost doubled. Because glue-lam 
offers enhanced technical properties 
and allows better material utilization, 
future growth will be even faster than 
in the past. An important process in 
the manufacturing process is finger 
jointing. 

Kanefusa Corporation has developed 
the new finger joint cutter TAF-Pro 
for structural and substructural finger 
joints. It’s available for finger joint length 
ranging from 10 mm to 20 mm, for 

TAF-Pro1

Ligna+ 2007 Review

The Ligna+ 2007 has been a great 
success for Kanefusa. We are 
especially pleased with the fact that the 
management of leading manufacturers 
of woodworking products from various 
countries were visiting our booth to get 
the latest information on Kanefusa 
tooling solutions to enhance 
productivity and to cut manufacturing 
costs. Furthermore, top machine 
builders such as Raimann (SF-Saw 

Kanefusa Technology Seminar

machines with and without trim saw. The 
TAF-Pro features a solid design 

with single imbedded high speed 
steel (HSS) knives for toughest 
application. The HSS knives are 
treated with Advanced Material Tech-
nology, which enables to up to four 
times longer life compared to regular 
tooling. A regrinding area of 1/2” allows 

up to 60 
regr inds , 
which is 
equivalent 
to 240 uses 
of a regular 
HSS cut-
ter. (60 
r e g r i n d s 

multiplied with 4 times longer life)

technology, to exchange market 
intelligence and to share knowledge 
and experience. We are very 

thankful to Mr. A. Hohl, 
Mr. P. Kobkulsuwan, 
Mr. M. Chatzistamatiou 
and Mr. J. Ridgley for 
talking about how they 
succeeded promoting 
and selling our products 
in their markets.Well attended seminar3

Blade), GreCon (Finger Joint Cutter), 
Paul (Yield Pro), Martin (Table Saw 
Blade) and Ledinek (ST-1 Knife Steel) 
furnished machines with tooling from 
Kanefusa. These facts unmistakably 
prove, that we have been able to 
establish Kanefusa as a high quality 
brand in the very competitive European 
market place in a few years of time. 

We organized for the 4th time the 
Kanefusa Technology 
Seminar at the Radis-
son SAS Hotel nearby 
the Ligna+ fairground 
on May 15th. Over 
130 persons from 
27 countries and 4 
continents came to 
learn more about our 

Booth at the LIGNA exhibition5

Ligna roof construction2

Interested visitors at the booth4

The 59th annual shareholders meeting 
was held at the head office-factory 
on June 27.

The value for the user is 
� more machine run time
� fewer regrinds per year
� less purchase of 
     replacement tooling
� easy handling


